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Last updated on Oct 12, 2020 at 13:18 by Seliathan 1 comment General Information Welcome to our Murder Rogue guide for World of Warcraft - Shadow Prelands-Patch 9.0.1. Here you'll learn how to play as a Murder Robber in both raids and mythical dungeons: from the beginning to the maximization of DPS. If you have searched for WoW Classic
content, please refer to our classic DPS Rogue guide. 1. Killing Rogue Review Murder Rogues deal damage through application and empowerment of poison and bleeding effects. The toolkit of damage killing is somewhat limited, mainly focusing on the case of one targeted damage over a long period. As is the case with other Rogue majors, Killing sports
phenomenal defensive abilities that allow them to soak up and survive the mechanics that most other classes can't. 2. Strengths and Weaknesses of Weakness Lack Damage Gap because most abilities are damaging over time. No AoE cooling, with Vendetta applied to only one goal. Azerbaijani traits are useful only in single-target or multi-purpose
situations, forcing you to choose to succeed only in one of them, sacrificing the other. 3. Shadowlands Changes for Rogues We save a list of changes for rogues for Shadowlands, an upcoming World of Warcraft extension to which you can access using the link below. We also have pages for the new abilities of the Covenant and Anima Powers. The
Shadowlands Rogue Class Changes Rogue Anima Powers Rogue Covenant Ability All in All Rogue has been largely unchanged going into the Shadowlands, with Murder and Outlaw only getting a few minor rotational changes while subtlety becomes a complete reworking. A handful of previously lost abilities will make it a comeback, so if you liked the way
Rogue played in the Battle of Azeroth, you will surely fall in love with him over and over in the Shadowlands. 4. Level Killing Rogue If you want to prepare for the Shadowlands by leveling the new Rogue you should check our level guide to help you on your way. Level Guide If at some point you feel like you would like to customize your user interface or have
been surprised if there are any helpful macros or addons that could have even more of your enjoyment and performance on your Rogue, you should check out our Addon section. Addons and Macros 5. The Basics of Killing Rogue Game Killing Rogue is a specification that uses the Combo Point system and spreads its damage over time effects to create
additional resources while retaining several high load buffs and debuffs to address strong sustained DPS. Creating additional resources is key so making sure to maintain both Garrote and Gap at all times is vital because of the Venomous Vim. Combo glasses are generated using a mutilate on a single target or Fan of Knives on AoE. Excess combo glasses
that don't The gap can be spent on Envenom to increase the passive damage your poisons provide. For more information on the basics of the specification you can check the Spell Summary to get a good idea of the abilities you will use during the killing game. If you're brand new to Assassination Rogue, we suggest taking a look at the Easy Mode page
below to get a general idea of how to customize your new character. A quick guide If you already have some experience of Rogue or have familiarized yourself with the basics of the specification you can also read more information on how to optimize rotation and individual strengths of different talents. Talents and builds rotations and Cooldowns 6. As Gear
Up as Killing Rogue with all the different gear options that are available to you, you can ask yourself what gear is worth chasing after. Since many solutions and variables depend on the gear that you already wear right now we strongly recommend simming yourself. You can find more information on how to do this, as well as a list of current Best in Slot gear
that falls in this tier on our special gear page. BiS and Gear After preparing your character, the next step is to apply the appropriate enchants and gems, as well as prepare the best potions, flasks and buff food. Which consumables are the best for you depends on your priority statistics, which may change depending on your gear, talents and the type of
content you are about to decide. The following two sections of the manual deal with all questions about consumables, as well as shifting the priorities of statistics for The Rogues of The Murder. Stat Priority Enchants and Gems 7. The end of the game as Killing Rogue Gameplay of your Killing Rogue will change dramatically once you start accessing better
and higher itemlevel gears. Once you feel that you are ready to tackle some of the most complex content the game has to offer you should check out the dedicated page for each type of content below. You'll find helpful tips and tricks, tips on your talents and equipment, as well as general information about mechanics and guidance on what to watch as you
make your way to the top. Ny'alotha Reid Guide mythical Guide to PvP Guide 8. Improve as Killing Rogue Once you have the gear in order and want to improve not only your character himself but also your gameplay, you can check out these useful sections as a first step in analyzing your own performance in more detail. How to Improve the Frequently
Asked Questions Modeling 9 Guide. Changelog Show More Show Less Last updated October 12, 2020 at 13:18 Seliathan 1 comment General informationIn this page, you'll learn how rotating your Assassination Rogue in both one goal and multiple target situations. We also have extended sections about cooling, procs, etc. in to minmax your DPS. All of our
content is updated for World of Warcraft - Shadowlands Pre-Patch 9.0.1.If you've been looking for WoW Classic content, please refer to our classic DPS Rogue rotation. 1. Murder Rogue Rotation Welcome to our rotation page for killing robbers. Here you'll learn more about your rotation priorities in both single-purpose and multi-purpose situations that you'll
apply in both raiding and mythical scenarios. 1.1. Easy mode If you're just starting out, you can get more comfortable with your Killing Rogue using a more simplified but still efficient build and rotation. You can find out more about this in our Easy Mode section. Summary 1.2. Mythical Rotation For information about Mythical as Rogue Murder and Rotation,
necessary for use in this game mode, please refer to our Mythic page. Mythical Guide 1.3. The PvP Content on this page is purely PvE related. If you are looking for PvP Rotation Tips, please visit our PvP page below. PvP Guide 2. One target list prioritizes ability for Killing Rogue Prepatch Failure: With the change of Toxic Blade and Shiv you currently don't
use Shiv in your regular rotation. An updated version that works like the old Toxic Blade is not available until level 58 in Shadowlands and therefore this ability is lost until a new extension comes out. 3. Multiple Targeted Features Priority List for Killing Rogue Support Gap at up to 4 targets. Support slice and Dice with 4-5 Combo Points if you have a priority.
Activate Vendetta when available. Activate Disappearance and apply Garrote authorised Subterfuge as many targets as possible. Support Garrote for up to 3 goals (try not to rewrite the authorized ones). Maintain Crimson Tempest with 4-5 combo points. Starring Envenom with 4-5 Combo points. Throw Fan knives when 4 targets are within reach to create
Combo Points, or re-lethal poison for each target. Throw The Mutilate on less than 4 goals to create Combo Points. 4. Important Notes Optimal Use of Finishers is at 4-5 Combo points with Vigor, or 5-6 Combo points with deeper Stratagem. If the gap is about to fall, it can be reused with any number of Combo points to maintain work time. It is best to apply it
with 5 Combo Points, however, for maximum energy efficiency and rotation fluidity. Use Vanish to apply the full duration of Nightstalker Empowered Breaks or the gimmicks of authorized Garrotes. When talented in Master Assassin, pool Combo Points before disappearing for Envenom's zgt; mutilate qgt; envenom sequence. You should never have more
than 80 When activating your Vendetta on target. Try to activate Vendetta on a target that will live on for the duration of the debuff. If talented in Subterfuge you want to postpone your second Vendetta for about 20 seconds to line up with Vanish. If you're fighting with five or more goals, targets, Don't use Garrote at all. Multi-DoT is only rupting to get extra
energy through poisonous wounds. For more information about your opening sequence, please refer to our special section. 5. Poisons Your deadly poison should always be a deadly poison. Crippling Poison is your only default non-lethal poison and you should only use it if something needs to be slowed down. Otherwise, avoid using this as it can be
common fan knives, and unnecessarily slowing down things that shouldn't always be bad. 6. Famous mechanics for the murder of Rogue 6.1. 50% damage is a positive effect from Nightstalker and 80% damage positive effect from subterfuge removed when you rewrite the bleeding you are authorized to reuse un authorized bleeding. Therefore, it is best to
let the bleeding run it full duration before you refresh it. It is best to use your Vanish up vendetta to maximize your Nightstalker or Subterfuge bonus. 6.2. Pandemic When updated by Rupture, Garrote, Crimson Tempest or Envenom before their expiration date, the remaining duration is added to the newly applied effect, up to 30% of the recently applied base
duration. This mechanic is called Pandemic. Example - You can safely upgrade the 5-Combo Point Gap when it has 7.2 seconds or less remaining because its base duration is 24 seconds. The Deeper Stratagem allows 6 Combo Point Breaks that last 28 seconds. 6-Combo Point Breaks can be updated safely when they have 8.4 seconds or less remaining.
The safe time to update a pandemic is based on the recently applied baseline duration, not the original duration of the effect. Thus, the 2 Combo Point Gap can benefit from a complete pandemic if it is updated with a 4-5 Combo Point Gap. We explain how to take advantage of this in the opening sequence later in the guide. If you are talented at
Exsanguinate, you should upgrade your bleeding effects (Gap and Garrote) to Exsanguinate throws, for maximum efficiency. 7. 7.1. The interaction between combo points and energy is like Killing Rogue, many of your abilities require energy to be used. Your energy bar has a maximum power of 120 energy (170 energy when you have a Vigor talented).
Your base energy regeneration rate is 10 energy per second, but it increases by: the current Haste and Haste-boosting rating of amateurs; Poisonous wounds are passive. The passive increase in Vigor Higher Energy regeneration allows you to increase downtime on Envenom, which awards much higher DPS during a long collision. It is very important to
avoid overflowing resources. Capping energy Overcapping Combo Points is a blatant mistake and special attention should be taken to avoid wasting precious resources. A pool of higher energy levels, however, can be very useful (assuming you don't cover), as this allows you to store resources while waiting for a high splash window. This can help reduce
the heterogeneity of your downtime, which will lead to a more consistent and smooth exit of the damage. The Combo Point generation increases seal Fate, leading to critical hits with Combo melee generators to add an extra Combo point to your target on a critical hit. This means that The Mutilate can generate up to 4 combo points if the main hand and out-
of-hand as a critical strike. A knife fan can generate the maximum number of Combo Points with one cast if it critically hits 4 or more targets. You should never throw a Combo Point generator at or above 4 Combo Points unless it's a Garrote or a poisoned knife (like none of these benefits from Seal Fate). Do not use a poisoned knife to reach 5 Combo Points
if you are out of the boss's reach and in danger of hitting the energy cap. 7.2. Combining energy and combo points It can be very useful to pool your energy and combo points, which involves auto-attack while your energy regenerates. The advantage this gives is variable, which means that the association does not always cause damage. Situations where
energy pooling and Combo Points are beneficial include: before it is important to add spawning, so you can apply as much instant pressure as possible; to assist in uptime Envenom by chaining two Envenoms so that the positive effect does not fall; Meeting a specific positive effect or damage phase is inevitable. Combining energy is not a magical DPS get
by itself. This allows you to adjust the time of your abilities a little bit, so you approach more attacks during periods of increased damage (provided that you can correctly determine when such periods will come). 7.3. Defensive utilities All Rogues have a solid amount of defensive cooling, making them the best candidate for soaking the necessary mechanics
and dealing with heavy incoming injuries. Feint reduces AoE damage taken by 40% for 5 seconds over 35 energy. When talented in elusiveness, it also reduces all other damage by 30%. Feint is fantastic for dealing with the predictable damage of the raid. The shadow cloak provides magical immunity for 1 second and then 4 seconds where all spells will
miss you. Cloak of Shadows has many uses, both pre-emptive and reactive, such as solo soaking mechanics or cleaning debuffs that will force you out of the melee range. Dodging increases your chance to dodge by 100% within 10 seconds. This can be helpful if you have a tank of some adds or a boss within seconds. In rare cases, it can be used to deny
physical attacks or spells. Cheat Death is a talent that avoids fatal damage once every 6 Damage may not exceed more than twice the maximum health. Cheat Death is great for soaking mechanics that pierce the immune system and reduce damage, as this guarantees your survival. It's also great for encounters with explosive damage that can take you by
surprise as you get free to get out of jail for free cards at least once in that meeting. Meeting. Vial provides a respectable amount of healing on 30-second cooling. Do not forget about this defensive toolkit, as it can be a major asset for both individual and raid survivability. 8. Opening sequence to kill Rogue Murder has different openers based on your choice
of talents and azerite traits. When using Master Assassin: When using Subterfuge and 1 or more Shrouded Choking: When playing Condensed Life-Force Major, use it before casting Vendetta. When playing Blood of the Enemy Major, use it after Vendetta. 9. The extended rotation of the murder is completely inclusive rotation, much more extensive than the
above, but gives only minor benefits at best, as such, it is included here (in raw simc format), but it does not need to be memorized. 10. Changelog 12 Oct. 2020: Page updated for preliminary Shadowlands patch. Show More Show Less
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